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  Name: ………………………………..                     Class………………………………. 

Span Picture Sentence T or F 
Recalled 

word 

6b 

137b She is going to kick.   

138b Her head is hot.   

139b This is a ruler.   

140b This is an ambulance.   

141b She is feeding the children.   

142b He is showing the weather.   

143b They are jumping on the bed.    

144b She can stretch her legs.   

145b He is doing a puzzle.   

146b He is watching a film.   

147b Their Mum is in hospital.   

148b This is an x-ray.   

149b The clothes are in the washing machine.   

150b They are playing nintendo.   

151b He is a policeman.   

152b They are in a car-park.   

153b His mouth is closed with a zip.   

154b This computer has a mouse.   

155b The needle is in the button.   

156b He has a broken arm.   

157b The witch is on her broomstick.   

158b He is surfing on the sea.   

159b In this apple there is a worm.   

160b This is a hairbrush.   



161b They are waiting for a bus   

162b This is a rocking horse.   

163b She is cooking soup.   

164b It is very dark.   

165b They have thrown darts.   

166b This cake has lots of cream.   

167b She is a nurse.   

168b Here are 6 dogs.   

169b She is the Queen.   

170b The girl is walking the cows.   

171b They are putting out their tongues.   

172b The mouse is on a skateboard.   

173b They are shaking hands.   

174b The snail has a shiny shell.   

175b Here are 5 leaves.   

176b These are sun umbrellas.   

177b This bird has colourful feathers.   

178b His kite is blue.   

179b He is dressed as a ghost.   

180b He is picking tomatoes.   

181b In the play, he was an angel.   

182b They made big footprints.   

183b They are sitting on chairs.   

184b The baby is wearing sunglasses.   

185b This bowl is full of sweets.   

186b The dog has short hair.    

187b There are 3 men on the boat.   

188b He is a clown.   

189b The basket is full with clothes.   

 190b The dog is wearing a hat.   
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